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A  designer’s  welcoming  home
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Leaning on the sLeek workspace of her dual range, dual dishwasher, multi-sink kitchen with its aga english cooker, su-
san Buzaid declares, “the family would absolutely starve if they counted on me to cook.” it’s a surprising statement from a woman with 
such a dream kitchen. even more surprising when you consider that her holiday guest list can easily reach 35 in number. 

Fortunately, husband Jay is the culinary expert, and on a crisp December day has conjured up an elaborate Lebanese meal for friends, 
leaving susan to do what she does best, the table settings and décor.

Buzaid is co-owner of olley court, a home fashion design store in ridgefield. her talent for interior design has helped expand the 
retail store into a full-fledged decorating service, which also offers color consultations and staging. not surprisingly, Buzaid spends a lot 
of her time giving facelifts to tired spaces.

live ornaments  Pooches 
tucker and lily are right at 
home in the dining room where 
unpredictable splashes of 
color are enhanced by soft 
hues and lots of holiday green.
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home problem solving starts with listening to what clients want. Bu-
zaid seeks to know how her clients live—are there children at home 
and are there pets? she wants to know which of their possessions are 
meaningful and what they are trying to achieve in their living space. 

“sometimes its just a matter of editing out stuff,” says Buzaid who can be ruthless when it comes to 
reclaiming space so clients can breathe and enjoy their belongings. and, when it comes to the family 
home, Buzaid practices what she preaches. 

the couple purchased their expanded 1990 shingle-style cape eight years ago when Buzaid says she 
was looking for a new project. not too far from redding center they found their secluded yet not over-
sized house. it was perfect for the “open concept entertaining” favored by Buzaid with very livable space 
and was a welcome reprieve from the center hall colonial they had tired of. it also had a large yard that 
would allow Buzaid to pursue her other passion—gardening.

while the house had potential, it came with challenges. there wasn’t a place for the piano their two 
daughters enjoy playing. it was dark and had a chopped up kitchen with a removed dining alcove, a 
rotting screened porch, and no true mudroom. still, it had “good bones” and two additional pluses—a 
first-floor master suite and a study off the center hallway where Buzaid could work.

along with being co-owner of olley court, Buzaid is a practicing psychotherapist specializing in 
adolescent psychotherapy. while she limits her practice these days, she still needs a quiet, private space 
convenient to an entry for clients. the study could easily be transformed to suit her needs. so the Bu-
zaids went to work creating a house they would enjoy coming home to.

GooD Bones  susan 
and Jay Buzaid take a 
minute to relax in her 
peaceful study with 
pets tucker and lily. 
their redding home 
looks unimposing on 
the outside yet offers 
open concept enter-
taining on the inside.
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to accommodate Jay’s love of cooking and susan’s love for an open floor plan, walls between 
the kitchen and the eating alcove were removed. the front was bumped out with windows added 
to lighten the room and highlight their favorite piece, a unique sterling-silver farmer’s sink that 
looks more beautiful with each distressed dent. 

a mudroom with a downstairs powder room was added. the rotting screened porch was re-
placed with a large family room with a heated floor and lots of windows to enjoy the gardens out-
side. refrigerator drawers, double dishwashers, a separate bar area, and an oversized island make 
this dual kitchen an ideal place to showcase the high-end appliances from Jay’s family business, 
powerhouse appliances in new Milford. a long rectangular table completes this room as a true 
eat-in kitchen and great entertaining spot.

the rest of the changes to the house were cosmetic, but no less dramatic. the floors were re-
done in a rich dark stain to contrast the creamy white painted moldings and trim work. Buzaid 
opted for a consistent strain of soothing hues running throughout. to create interest she added 
startling splashes of unpredictable color with accessories, the bold pinkish purple dining room 
chairs and the artwork on the walls. “colors need to flow, spaces need to flow and each room 

meZZe time  Good 
friend Florisa Zinghini 
arrives for a lebanese 
holiday feast that Jay 
prepared. the dual 
kitchen is bright and an 
easy place to entertain 
featuring a sterling 
silver farmer’s sink, an 
aGa english stove and 
a family-sized table. 
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has to have a personality and a purpose,” says Buzaid, a pe-
tite energetic woman with a commitment to made in america 
products. “each room in the house should inspire you to do 
something different.”

Buzaid’s signature approach with clients is to repurpose 
rooms. in her own home she immediately knew that the dining space off the front hall would 
better serve as the music room where daughters Lindsay and samantha could practice. the 
former family room was transposed into a dramatic dining room with large walls to show off 
dramatic pieces from the local artists the Buzaids favor. an inviting fireplace surrounded by 
built-ins to highlight favorite collectibles takes up one side of the room. and following the 
advice she gives to clients, Buzaid houses her large seashell collection in one breakfront rather 
than cluttering her space by scattering it throughout the home. with a conversation enhanc-
ing round table, the room can be both crowd friendly or cozy enough for the intimate group 
sharing this holiday lunch. 

Back in the kitchen, Jay is adding the finishing touches to the Mezze, the first course of 
small dishes of tabouli, hummus, tahini, and crispy bread. More courses will follow. the halls 
are decked, though not in traditional red and green. Buzaid’s preference for muted colors 
blended with lots of greens and touches of dazzle is evident with every turn. the table setting 
is elegantly inviting with blue toned balls and gold trees sparkling in the candlelit centerpiece. 
the house is festive and welcoming. everything is just the way Buzaid likes it. n

reaDy to roll Guest 
list includes susan’s 
partner from olley 
Court, robin Curnan, 
along with friends Danny 
o’Keefe, Florisa and Joe 
Zinghini (the master 
drink maker), and Greg 
Fisk, friend and “genius” 
with pots and plants 
toast in the music room. 
a surprise visit from 
daughter samantha 
completes the festive 
atmosphere. 
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Wingdale, NY
16 Dog Tail Corners Rd.

845-832-6522

Dover Plains, NY
Factory Store 2549 Rt. 22

845-832-3746

Buckingham, PA
Rt. 202/5010 York Rd.

215-794-8112

Chadds Ford, PA
299 Rt. 202

610-459-0805 MMEDIA

See site for sales and store hours:
huntcountryfurniture.com

Our master woodworkers have been hand crafting heirloom quality furniture in the Hudson Valley area
for 87 years. We mill our own select hardwoods and use time-honored techniques like hand-wedged spindles, 
drawknife edges, box-shaved surfaces and hand rubbed fi nishes to build furniture that will last a lifetime.

Visit a showroom near you and discover the Hunt Country Furniture difference!

They don’t make furniture like they used to. We do.


